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We present an experimental study of the influence of frequency chirp in 20-fs optical pulses on broadband
semiconductor continuum nonlinearities. Differential-transmission (DT) measurements were performed in
which either the exciting pump pulse or the readout probe pulse, or both pump and probe, were chirped. We
demonstrate that in certain chirp configurations the spectrally integrated DT is enhanced on an ultrafast time
scale compared with measurements with unchirped pulses. Therefore pulse chirping has the potential to im-
prove and optimize all-optical ultrafast switching. Spectrally resolved DT measurements explain these find-
ings. Positive and negative DT contributions are observed in different spectral ranges. The spectral position
and the magnitude of these contributions change in time. Proper chirping of the pulses optimizes the readout
of the positive contributions and maximizes the spectrally integrated DT. A simple quantitative model con-
firms these considerations. © 1999 Optical Society of America [S0740-3224(99)00312-4]
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ultrafast light–semiconductor interaction has been stud-
ied intensively in recent years.1 This research was
driven by the interest in fundamental physical questions
and by the need to characterize light–semiconductor in-
teraction for device applications. One important technol-
ogy related to ultrafast semiconductor optics is all-optical
switching.2,3 In ultrafast all-optical switching devices
the optical nonlinearity of a semiconductor is exploited.
Various possibilities exist for the manipulation of this
nonlinearity, in which the common approach is to change
the material itself or the device structure. For example,
low-temperature growth results in fast carrier trapping
and short recovery times of the optical nonlinearity in
GaAs.4 With respect to the device structure, for ex-
ample, electronic confinement enhances the excitonic non-
linearity in quantum wells.5 In this paper we demon-
strate an alternative, complementary possibility for
manipulating the ultrafast optical nonlinearity of semi-
conductors. In our approach a frequency chirp is im-
posed on femtosecond ultrabroadband laser pulses and is
used to manipulate the optical nonlinearity. In a
frequency-chirped pulse the different frequency compo-
nents, which make up the broadband pulse, are distrib-
uted over the temporal pulse profile. It is shown that fre-
quency chirp is an additional experimental control
parameter for light–semiconductor interaction. This
concept is referred to as coherent control.6

For future ultrafast semiconductor devices operating
on the 10-fs time scale, broadband-continuum nonlineari-
ties are important, rather than narrow-band excitonic
nonlinearities. Therefore our work is focused on the
broadband-continuum nonlinearity. We investigate the
interaction between chirped ultrafast optical pulses and
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semiconductor-continuum transitions in differential-
transmission (DT) measurements. Semiconductor DT
spectroscopy with chirped pulses has been reported
previously.7,8 However, in Ref. 7 only the influence of a
probe-pulse frequency chirp on the coherent excitonic
nonlinearity is investigated. In Ref. 8, only DT spectra
taken with chirped pump pulses were examined to dis-
criminate between coherent and carrier effects in semi-
conductors. We like to stress that, for most device appli-
cations, the enhancement of the spectrally integrated (SI)
DT is most important. In Ref. 9 we have already shown
that an enhancement of the SI DT signal can be achieved
in an ultrafast (20–50-fs) switching window with equally
chirped pump and probe pulses. In this paper we explore
the full potential of chirp control of the SI DT in all pos-
sible chirp configurations for ultrabroadband-continuum
excitation and pinpoint the most relevant physical mecha-
nisms for chirp control. We will determine the appropri-
ate chirp configuration to enhance the SI DT signal.

Our results show that all-optical switching schemes
can benefit from the controlled usage of pulse chirping.
For example, in a single-pulse setup, chirping can be ad-
vantageous for femtosecond laser-pulse generation when
the broadband nonlinear optical response of semiconduc-
tors is used as a saturable absorption mechanism.10

Here, a proper chirp can optimize the absorber modula-
tion in ultrafast switching windows. This facilitates
pulse formation. Moreover, in all-optical fiber communi-
cation systems, one often has to deal with chirped pulses.
The knowledge of chirp effects is then important to evalu-
ate signal-processing schemes in the presence of pulse
chirp. Furthermore, chirp effects are important for fun-
damental studies in which a residual chirp can mask the
true dynamics. Because the complete elimination of
1999 Optical Society of America
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chirp becomes more and more difficult for today’s sub-
10-fs pulses, the knowledge of chirp effects becomes in-
creasingly important.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we dis-
cuss the experimental technique and the methods used
for pulse chirping and pulse characterization. The ex-
perimental results are presented in Section 3. In Subsec-
tion 3.A we present the results of SI DT measurements
when either the pump pulse or the probe pulse, or both
pump and probe, are chirped. The results are compared
with SI DT measurements by use of unchirped pulses.
To explain the SI DT data, we performed extensive spec-
trally resolved DT (SR DT) measurements. We first re-
call the properties of the SR DT for unchirped pulses
(Subsection 3.B) and then show how the dynamics is in-
fluenced by the chirp. Subsection 3.C discusses experi-
ments in which both the pump and the probe pulses are
chirped, while Subsection 3.D describes experiments in
which only one pulse is chirped. Throughout Section 3,
the chirp effects are explained by qualitative arguments.
This is done to provide a first insight into the most impor-
tant effects responsible for the observed chirp influence.
In Section 4 a simple quantitative model is presented that
confirms the qualitative arguments. We finally present
our conclusions in Section 5.

2. EXPERIMENT
We measured the pump-induced transmission change
DT 5 TPump on 2 TPump off in noncollinear pump–probe
measurements. The pump and the probe pulses from a
Ti:sapphire laser have identical spectra centered at 1.57
eV with a spectral FWHM of 110 meV and a bandwidth-
limited pulse duration of 20 fs. The pump and the probe
are linearly cross polarized.

We can carefully control the total group-delay disper-
sion (GDD) of our setup with double-chirped mirrors,11 a
pair of fused-silica prisms, and fused-silica substrates.
Depending on the total GDD, unchirped or chirped pulses
can be obtained. Interferometric and noncollinear
background-free autocorrelation measurements allow us
to determine whether bandwidth-limited pulses have
been obtained at the position of the sample. The pulse
duration of bandwidth-limited pulses is calculated as the
Fourier transform of the pulse spectrum under the as-
sumption of a constant spectral phase. Likewise, the
pulse width of chirped pulses is determined from the Fou-
rier transform of the spectrum accounting for a spectral
phase corresponding to the excess GDD. The latter is de-
termined from the known amount of excess fused silica in
the beams. The pulse widths obtained by this procedure
are in good agreement with the results of the autocorre-
lation measurements. Independent second-harmonic
frequency-resolved optical-gating (FROG) measure-
ments12 confirm the results of this pulse characterization
procedure. In particular, the FROG measurements show
that the pulses are linearly chirped.

The experiments were carried out with downchirped or
upchirped pulses with equal pulse widths of 40 fs, or with
20-fs unchirped pulses, if not mentioned otherwise. The
chirp corresponds to a GDD of 6300 fs2. As usual,
downchirp refers to the high-energy components being in
the leading edge of the pulse (dv/dt , 0). We examined
different chirp configurations: (i) pump pulse chirped
and probe pulse unchirped (pump-chirp DT), (ii) probe
pulse chirped and pump pulse unchirped (probe-chirp
DT), and (iii) pump and probe pulses chirped (equal-chirp
DT).

We studied a 200-nm-thick Al0.06Ga0.94As bulk semicon-
ductor sample whose GaAs substrate was removed by
chemical wet etching to allow for transmission experi-
ments. The sample was glued onto a sapphire substrate,
and a broadband antireflection coating was deposited on
its air interface. The pulse spectrum spans from the
band edge to states high up in the band (see inset of Fig.
1). The excitation carrier density is Nexc ' 2
3 1017 cm23. All experiments were performed at room
temperature.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Spectrally Integrated Differential Transmission
Figures 1(a)–1(c) show the SI DT for the different chirp
configurations. The zero of the time-delay axis is arbi-
trarily defined at the 50% point of the SI DT rising edge.
For unchirped pulses the maximum pump-induced trans-

Fig. 1. Spectrally integrated differential transmission (SI DT)
for (a) pump chirp, (b) probe chirp, and (c) equal chirp. In (d)
the SI DT maxima for equal-downchirp and probe-downchirp are
compared. In the logarithmic plot (e) the equal-chirp SI DT
data have been normalized. Solid curves: downchirp. Dashed
curves: upchirp. Dotted curves: no chirp. Excitation density
is ;2 3 1017 cm23; T 5 300 K. Inset in the upper plot: ab-
sorption spectrum at room temperature (solid curve) and the ex-
citation spectrum.
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mission change DT is ;6 3 1023. Around this SI DT
maximum, the DT measured with chirped pulses substan-
tially differs from the one measured with unchirped
pulses. The chirp influence on the maximum of the SI
DT is largest for equal chirp, smaller for probe chirp, and
negligible for pump chirp. In all upchirp configurations
the maximum is reduced compared with the data for un-
chirped pulses. For downchirp the influence of pump
chirp on the SI DT maximum is small, whereas for the
other two downchirp configurations the SI DT maximum
is clearly enhanced. The overall highest maximum is
achieved for equal downchirp; see Fig. 1(d). The differ-
ences vanish after a few tens of femtoseconds, leading to
an ultrafast, sub-100-fs time window in which the SI DT
is increased.

Moreover, the chirp has an unexpected influence on the
rising edge of the SI DT. Figure 1(e) shows that, for the
equal-chirp configuration, the rising edge does not reflect
the pulse width. The curves for unchirped pulses and
equal-upchirped pulses show a similar rise, even though
the pulse widths are different by a factor of 2. For equal-
downchirped and equal-upchirped pulses the rises are dif-
ferent, although the pulse widths are equal.

Figure 2 shows that the chirp influence in the equal-
chirp configuration scales monotonically with the magni-
tude of the chirp. A GDD range from 2300 fs2 to 1600
fs2 is shown in Fig. 2. A negative sign of the GDD corre-
sponds to downchirp. With increasing upchirp the SI DT
maximum is reduced. Note also that the SI DT at nega-
tive time delays can become negative for upchirp. For
downchirp the maximum is increased. This increase
saturates at approximately 2400 fs2.

In order to verify that the chirp effects are related to
the continuum nonlinearity, we carried out measure-
ments on a pure GaAs sample, where the probe and the
pump spectra do not overlap with the band edge. It is ob-
served that the chirp has the same effect in both the GaAs
and the AlGaAs samples. This shows that the chirp ef-
fects are indeed due to the continuum and not to the ex-
citonic nonlinearity.

We also performed measurements in which other ex-
perimental parameters were varied: (i) The center ener-
gies of the excitation and probe spectra were varied
within the continuum of the AlGaAs sample. (ii) Experi-
ments with shorter 15-fs pulses were carried out. These
pulses were broadened to 60 fs by chirping. (iii) The ex-
citation carrier density was varied from Nexc ' 5
3 1016 cm23 to Nexc ' 5 3 1017 cm23. (iv) We changed
the pump–probe configuration from linear perpendicular
polarizations to linear parallel polarizations. In all four
cases, similar chirp effects are observed. This shows that
the chirp effects are of a general nature and are not the
result of a unique experimental situation.

With respect to applications we note that the equal-
chirp configuration, which gives the strongest enhance-
ment of the SI DT maximum, is particularly interesting
for semiconductor saturable absorber applications in la-
ser physics. In ultrafast pulse generation the pulse can
be shaped or stabilized by the transmission changes the
pulse itself induces in a saturable absorber in the laser
cavity. This situation comes closest to a pump–probe
measurement when the pump and the probe pulses have
identical spectra and chirps. Chirp of the right sign can
optimize the absorber modulation in an ultrafast time
window and facilitate pulse formation. The single-chirp
(pump-chirp or probe-chirp) configurations are of interest
for schemes involving several pulses with different chirps.
Our results show that chirping of the probe pulse leads to
larger effects than chirping of the pump pulse. In the
language of switching this means that chirping of the sig-
nal pulse gives a larger effect than chirping of the gating
pulse.

B. Spectrally Resolved Differential Transmission:
Unchirped Pulses
Spectrally resolved DT measurements were performed to
obtain physical insight into the mechanisms that lead to
the chirp effects seen in the SI DT experiments. To pin-
point the chirp-dependent effects in the SR DT, we recall
the properties of the SR DT for unchirped pulses that
have been studied earlier.13–20 We refer here to SR DT
as the product of the pump-induced transmission change
times the probe intensity DTIprobe because we want to
link the SR DT data as closely as possible to the SI DT
data. With this definition the SI DT is directly given by
the area under the SR DT curve.

Figure 3 shows the SR DT for unchirped pump and
probe pulses at a negative time delay corresponding to the
onset of the rise of the SI DT and at a time delay close to
zero. At the band edge, at ;1.49 eV, contributions of
bandgap renormalization21 and excitonic line
broadening13 can be seen. The DT contributions that are
essential for the chirp effects result from the continuum
nonlinearity, as discussed above. In the continuum the
spectral hole (bleaching, DTIprobe . 0) builds up from a
transient oscillation.14 At early times the bleaching is al-
ready strongly redshifted with respect to the pump spec-
trum. At high photon energies, reduced transmission
(DTIprobe , 0) is observed. The initial redshift of the
spectral hole and the negative DT at high energies have
been explained in terms of dynamic Fermi edge-
singularity effects.15 Moreover, coherent local-field ef-
fects can also lead to these signatures in the DT
spectrum.20 While the negative DT vanishes at later

Fig. 2. Equal-chirp configuration: spectrally integrated differ-
ential transmission for different magnitudes of the chirp. Ex-
cess GDD is 2300 fs2 (highest maximum), 2150 fs2, 0 fs2, 1300
fs2, and 1600 fs2 (lowest maximum).
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times, the bleaching builds up and shifts toward the band
edge a s the carrier distribution thermalizes.13,16

C. Spectrally Resolved Differential Transmission:
Equally Chirped Pulses
The asymmetric shape of the spectral hole and its dynam-
ics during the early stages of thermalization observed for
unchirped pulses build the foundation for the observed
strong chirp effects for equal chirp. For chirped pulses,
different spectral regions are excited and probed with dif-
ferent efficiency depending on the time delay and the
chirp of the pulses. The SI DT maximum is increased if
the readout of positive contributions is maximized. This
concept will be explained in more detail in the following.

Figure 4 shows DT spectra for equal downchirp and
equal upchirp at a small negative time delay approxi-
mately corresponding to the onset of the rise of the SI DT.
The ratio between positive and negative DT contributions
varies significantly depending on the sign of the chirp and
compared with zero chirp (compare Figs. 3 and 4). For
equal downchirp, only bleaching is observed, while
strongly enhanced negative DT is obtained for equal up-
chirp. To explain these observations, we recall that effi-
cient probing of the transmission change induced by a
pump-energy component is possible only with time-
delayed or simultaneously arriving probe components.
This approach considers only the direct probe-
transmission term. We will comment on the grating cou-
pling term22 later. The perturbed free-induction decay
term is negligible for excitation of an inhomogeneously
broadened continuum.23

The insets in Fig. 4 schematically show the pump- and
probe-energy components as a function of time for both
chirp configurations. In the upper inset, t0 denotes the
time delay between pump and probe taken at the center
energy E0 of the pulse spectrum:

t0 5 tprobe~E0! 2 tpump~E0!. (1)

The inset shows the case t0 , 0. Transmission changes
induced by the marked pump-energy component can be
probed only by the marked time-delayed probe compo-
nents. Therefore for equal downchirp, probing occurs on
the low-energy side of a pump-energy component. Here,

Fig. 3. Differential-transmission spectra DTIprobe for unchirped
pump and probe pulses at two pump–probe time delays t.
Shaded area: excitation-pulse spectrum.
only bleaching can be probed owing to the initial redshift
of the spectral hole. In fact, only bleaching is observed
for downchirp in Fig. 4. For equal upchirp this situation
is reversed. Probing occurs on the high-energy side of a
pump-energy component in which the DT is negative.
One expects that the negative DT contribution is en-
hanced in the SR DT, in agreement with the experimental
data. Moreover, probing of bleaching at early times for
equal downchirp results in an early SI DT rise, while for
equal upchirp the efficient probing of negative DT leads to
a delayed rise of the SI DT, in agreement with the experi-
mental results of Fig. 1(e).

Summarizing this discussion, the chirp results in a
spectral time delay tsp , given by

tsp~Eprobe , Epump! 5 tprobe~Eprobe! 2 tpump~Epump!, (2)

which depends on the energy separation between the
probe- and pump-energy components Eprobe and Epump .
This time delay determines the efficiency with which
probe-energy component Eprobe can read out the transmis-
sion changes induced by pump-energy component Epump .
This concept is applied to all chirp configurations.

The energy dependence of the readout efficiency also
explains the DT data at later times. Figure 5 shows the
DT spectra for equal downchirp and equal upchirp for a
small positive time delay near the maximum of the SI DT.
As the insets illustrate, for upchirp the probing at high
energies is still most efficient. In contrast, for
downchirp, probing at low energies is most efficient. We
recall that the SR DT is intrinsically asymmetric since
the bleaching is shifted to lower energies with respect to
the exciting-pulse spectrum. This has been shown for
unchirped pulses in Fig. 3. Therefore efficient probing at
low energies results in a larger positive DT signal than
does efficient probing at high energies, as observed in Fig.
5. In the SI DT this manifests itself in the higher maxi-
mum for equal downchirp. In essence the chirp of the
probe pulse has to be matched to the shape and the dy-
namics of the positive DT contributions in order to in-
crease the SI DT maximum.

Fig. 4. Differential-transmission spectra at small negative time
delay t for equal downchirp and equal upchirp. Shaded area:
excitation-pulse spectrum. Insets: schematic pictures of the
pulse energy components versus time for equal downchirp and
equal upchirp.
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The chirp dependence of the SR DT in the equal-chirp
configuration was analyzed at two time delays in Figs. 4
and 5. To investigate the time evolution, we analyzed
the SR DT in the complete energy–time plane, as shown

Fig. 5. Differential-transmission spectra at small positive time
delay t for equal downchirp and equal upchirp. Insets: sche-
matic pictures of the pulse energy components versus time for
equal downchirp and equal upchirp.
in the DTIprobe-contour plots in Fig. 6. At early time de-
lays, for equal downchirp, only bleaching is probed, while
strongly enhanced negative DT can be seen for equal up-
chirp, in agreement with Fig. 4. This explains the rise
dynamics of the SI DT in Fig. 1(e). For equal downchirp
the SI DT rising edge smears out owing to the probing of
bleaching at early time delays. For equal upchirp, posi-
tive and negative DT contributions are probed simulta-
neously during the early stages of pulse overlap, and
therefore the buildup of a positive SI DT signal is pre-
vented. Even a negative SI DT signal can result at these
time delays for equal upchirp. The different shape of the
DT spectra near the SI DT maximum, shown in Fig. 5,
can also be seen in Fig. 6.

The chirp influence is extracted in Fig. 7. For this pur-
pose the difference of the DTIprobe-contour plots, equal
downchirp minus equal upchirp, is plotted. This proce-
dure eliminates the chirp-independent contributions to
the DT signal and emphasizes the chirp effects. A zero-
difference signal corresponds to negligible chirp influence.
We like to follow the chirp influence along the SI DT
curve and to compare chirp effects for different chirp con-
figurations at the onset of the SI DT curve, the 50% point,
and close to the maximum. Therefore we use the same
definition of delay zero as before, where zero is assumed
to be at the 50% point of the SI DT rising edge.

With respect to the interpretation of the difference con-
tour plot for equal chirp we note that all differences can
be understood from the results shown in Figs. 4–6. For
Fig. 6. Contour plots of the differential transmission DTIprobe in the plane of time delay and photon energy for equal downchirp and
equal upchirp. Solid curves: spectrally integrated differential transmission.
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example, the chirp effects explained in Fig. 5 give rise to
the positive and negative contributions at the maximum
of the SI DT in Fig. 7. We recall that probing at low en-
ergies is more efficient for downchirp than for upchirp.
This leads to the positive differences at low energies. In
the same way the negative contribution at high energies
can be explained. The difference contour plot clearly
shows that these differences persist for ;50 fs. At larger
time delays the chirp influence is negligible, correspond-
ing to differences of zero. The difference contour plot di-
rectly demonstrates the enhancement of the SI DT in an
ultrafast time window for equal downchirp, in agreement
with Fig. 1. For the following discussion it is important
to note that the largest differences in Fig. 7, i.e., the
strongest chirp effects for the equal-chirp configuration,
are found at time delays close to the maximum of the SI
DT.

D. Spectrally Resolved Differential Transmission:
Single-Chirp Configurations
In this subsection the SR DT signals are discussed for the
pump-chirp and the probe-chirp configurations, i.e., for
the configurations in which only the exciting or the read-
out pulse is chirped. The chirp effects are again ex-
plained by qualitative arguments based on different
pump- and probe-energy components and their relative
time delays. In this simple model it can be understood
that the chirp influence on the SI DT maximum in the
single-chirp configurations is weaker than for equal chirp.
Moreover, the simple qualitative model explains the dif-
ferences between the two single-chirp configurations.

We first consider the pump-chirp configuration. Fig-
ure 8 shows the SR DT for pump upchirp and pump
downchirp at the beginning of the rise of the SI DT curve.
As one would expect, for early times, bleaching is ob-
served in the spectral region that is excited first. There-
fore for pump upchirp, bleaching is observed at low ener-
gies, while bleaching is found at high energies for pump
downchirp. The pump-downchirp minus pump-upchirp
difference contour plot in Fig. 9(a) also reflects this obser-
vation. Here, the chirp effects at early time delays cor-

Fig. 7. Equal-chirp configuration: differences of the differen-
tial transmission DTIprobe-contour plots in Fig. 6 (downchirp mi-
nus upchirp) in the plane of time delay and photon energy.
Shown are contour lines representing equal heights in arbitrary
units. Solid curves: positive differences. Dashed curves:
negative differences. Thick curve: spectrally integrated differ-
ential transmission for equal downchirp.
respond to the DT differences with positive (high ener-
gies) and negative (low energies) sign.

To explain the differences at later times, we consider a
fixed high energy in the contour plot in Fig. 9(a). As one
moves along the time axis, the sign of the difference
changes. At early times this range is excited for pump
downchirp, while it is not for pump upchirp, leading to a
positive-downchirp minus upchirp DT difference, as ex-
plained above. At a later time this range is excited for
pump upchirp, while for pump downchirp the relaxation
after the excitation has already decreased the DT signal.
This leads to the negative difference at later times. At
low energies the situation is reversed.

We now comment on the chirp influence on the SI DT
maximum for pump chirp. In this respect the form of the
spectral time delay, defined in Eq. (2), is very important.
We note that, for the equal-chirp configuration, all pump
and probe components at the same energy have the same
spectral delay tsp(Eprobe 5 Epump 5 E) 5 t0 Þ f(E).
This is not the case for the pump-chirp configuration, as
seen from the comparison between the schematic pictures
in Figs. 5 and 9. This has substantial impact on the
chirp effects observed at the SI DT maximum.

To obtain the SI DT maximum for the pump-chirp con-
figuration, all pump components have to excite the
sample because all pump components contribute positive
DT to the integrated signal. Therefore if pump and
probe components of the same energy are considered, for
some energies E, large spectral delays arise at the maxi-
mum of the SI DT. This is because tsp(Eprobe 5 Epump
5 E) 5 f(E) is a function of E for pump chirp, as is sche-
matically shown in Fig. 9(a). As a consequence, the chirp
effects are already partially smeared out owing to ther-
malization when the SI DT maximum is reached. This
smearing effect can directly be seen in the difference con-
tour plot. Figure 9(a) shows that, for pump chirp, the
largest chirp effects occur around the 20% point in the
rise of the SI DT. In contrast, for the equal-chirp con-
figuration the largest chirp effects are found close to the
maximum of the SI DT since smearing effects are absent;
see Fig. 7. For pump chirp the chirp effects at the SI DT
maximum are considerably smaller than for equal chirp
as a result of the smearing. This smearing effect is the
reason for the distinctly different chirp influence seen in
the SI DT for equal chirp and pump chirp in Fig. 1.

Fig. 8. Differential-transmission spectra at small negative time
delay t for pump downchirp and pump upchirp. Shaded area:
excitation-pulse spectrum.
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Fig. 9. Differences of the differential transmission DTIprobe contours (downchirp minus upchirp) in the plane of time delay and photon
energy for (a) pump chirp and (c) probe chirp. Shown are contour curves representing equal heights in arbitrary units. Solid curves:
positive differences. Dashed curves: negative differences. In (a) and (c) the same arbitrary units are used as in Fig. 7. Thick curves:
spectrally integrated differential transmission for downchirp. The schematic pictures show the pump and probe pulse energy compo-
nents versus time for (a) pump downchirp, (b) pump downchirp and probe upchirp, and (c) probe downchirp.
We now discuss the probe-chirp configuration. The
chirp effects in the SR DT can be understood by compari-
son with the pump-chirp configuration. When switching,
for example, from pump downchirp to probe upchirp, the
spectral delay between all pump and probe components at
the same energy tsp(Eprobe 5 Epump 5 E) does not
change. This is shown in Fig. 9(b). As the spectral de-
lay determines the probing efficiency of DT contributions,
pump downchirp and probe upchirp are in this sense sym-
metric configurations: pump downchirp = probe up-
chirp. The same is true for pump upchirp and probe
downchirp. Therefore one would expect qualitatively
similar structures in the downchirp minus upchirp differ-
ence contours for pump and probe chirp. Only the sign of
these structures should change between pump chirp and
probe chirp. Indeed, this is observed in Figs. 9(a) and
9(c).

While the chirp effects in the SR DT for pump and
probe chirp are qualitatively similar, the chirp effects in
the SI DT are quantitatively different, as shown in Figs.
1(a) and 1(b). In particular, probe downchirp increases
the SI DT maximum as compared with the unchirped con-
figuration, whereas pump chirp does not. Therefore the
simple argument dealing with the symmetry in the spec-
tral delay alone cannot explain the chirp dependence of
the SI DT. In fact, for probe downchirp, the smearing ef-
fect is reduced. For pump chirp, all probe energy compo-
nents have to follow the pump in order to reach the SI DT
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maximum because all pump-energy components contrib-
ute to the bleaching signal. This is shown in the sche-
matic picture in Fig. 9(a) for the example of pump
downchirp. In contrast, for probe downchirp, only the
low-energy probe components have to follow the pump to
obtain the SI DT maximum [see schematic picture in Fig.
9(c)]. This is because the SR DT is intrinsically asym-
metric and the highest probe energies would only detect a
small-bleaching signal or even negative DT. Therefore
the SI DT maximum occurs at smaller spectral delays for
probe downchirp than for pump chirp, and the smearing
effect is less pronounced. Since the smearing is reduced
for probe downchirp, the SI DT maximum can still be ma-
nipulated by the chirping. The downchirp of the probe is
well matched to the shape and the dynamics of the posi-
tive DT contributions and therefore increases the SI DT
maximum. In essence, the same arguments apply as for
the equal-downchirp configuration.

The difference contour plot for probe chirp in Fig. 9(c)
shows the largest positive differences around the 70%
point in the rise of the SI DT curve, closer to the SI DT
maximum than for the pump-chirp configuration. Large
positive differences persist at the SI DT maximum. The
large positive differences close to the SI DT maximum re-
sult from the probe-downchirp DT signal and are a mani-
festation of the reduced smearing in this configuration.

In summary of the discussion of the single-chirp con-
figurations, the smearing of the chirp effects owing to
large spectral delays at the maximum of the SI DT is very
strong for pump chirp. Therefore negligible chirp influ-
ence on the maximum of the SI DT is observed for pump
chirp. In contrast, for probe downchirp, the SI DT maxi-
mum can be manipulated to a certain extent because the
smearing effect is reduced. In the equal-chirp configura-
tion this smearing effect is not present at all. All pump
and probe components at the same energy have the same
time delay. Therefore the influence of chirp on the SI DT
maximum is strongest in the equal-chirp configuration.

4. MODELING
In the preceding section we explained all chirp effects by
qualitative arguments. Here, we present a quantitative
model that confirms the validity of our basic consider-
ations. In essence, the model considers that the spectral
time delay determines the efficiency with which a probe-
energy component can detect the SR DT induced by a
pump-energy component.

The model simplifies the real DT dynamics in some re-
spects. First, our approach mainly considers the direct
probe-transmission term and accounts for DT contribu-
tions owing to the grating-coupling term22 only at large
negative time delays. For the modeling of the chirp in-
fluence on the SI DT maximum, this simplification is jus-
tified by the following experimental result. We per-
formed DT measurements when pump and probe had
linear parallel polarizations instead of linear perpendicu-
lar polarizations. In both configurations we observe the
same chirp effects on the SI DT maximum. As the
grating-coupling term is weaker for linear-perpendicular
than for linear-parallel polarizations,24 we can conclude
that the direct probe-transmission term, and not the
grating-coupling term, dominates the chirp effects on the
SI DT maximum. Second, it is assumed in the model
that the DT contributions of different pump-energy com-
ponents add up linearly. Therefore the model is not valid
in the regime of strongly saturated absorption. More-
over, we consider only continuum nonlinearities and no
excitonic effects. With the focus on the chirp effects this
is justified, as shown in the previous sections.

With respect to the continuum nonlinearity we consider
the shape and the dynamics of the DT response for con-
tinuum excitation in a qualitative way. To this end, we
define a DT model function, as explained in detail in the
following. This model function includes phase-space
filling1 and many-body Coulomb effects1 as well as the
thermalization of the optically excited carriers on short
time scales.19,25 For the construction of the model func-
tion, we have taken advantage of the results of previous
DT spectroscopy work for semiconductor continuum
excitation.13–20 The model function qualitatively de-
scribes the complex DT dynamics in a semiconductor and
allows for the simulation of the main trends seen in the
chirp-control experiments. However, quantitative agree-
ment between experimental and calculated results cannot
be expected since this is beyond the scope of our approach.

We assume pump and probe pulses with Gaussian
spectra with a spectral FWHM of 90 meV, centered 90
meV above the band edge. This leads to a bandwidth-
limited pulse duration of Tpulse 5 20 fs. For the chirped
pulses a GDD of 6330 fs2 is assumed, similar to the GDD
in the experimental part.

As a first step, we decompose the broadband pump
spectrum into 20-meV broad pump-energy components.
We define the shape of the transmission changes induced
by a single pump-energy component at different time de-
lays t, as shown by the DT model function in Fig. 10. At
t 5 2Tpulse , a DT spectrum with the shape of a transient
oscillation14 is assumed. This spectrum evolves linearly
with time into the DT spectrum at t 5 0. For this DT
spectrum we assume a bleaching signal that is redshifted
with respect to the exciting pump-energy component and
negative DT at the high-energy side of the pump
component,15,20 as shown in Fig. 10. This spectrum
evolves linearly with time into the DT spectrum at
t 5 1Tpulse . At t 5 1Tpulse the DT spectrum extends

Fig. 10. Model function for the transmission changes DT in-
duced by the shaded pump-energy component versus the excess
energy above the band edge at four different time delays t.
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down to the band edge19 and the negative DT
disappears;15 see Fig. 10. For later times the DT spec-
trum exponentially approaches a thermalized
distribution16 with the thermalization time constant
Ttherm 5 50 fs. The thermalized distribution is approxi-
mated by a Boltzmann function with a thermal energy of
35 meV. The integral of the DT spectra increases lin-
early from t 5 2Tpulse to t 5 1Tpulse and remains con-
stant at later times. It is directly proportional to the in-
tensity of the pump-energy component. The main
features of the DT model function were verified by addi-
tional experiments with a broadband probe and a spec-
trally filtered pump with a FWHM of ;20 meV.

The calculation proceeds as follows. For a given time
delay t0 , the spectral delay tsp between a fixed pump
component Epump and a fixed probe component Eprobe is
calculated according to the chirp in the pump and the
probe pulse. We then convolute the model function

Fig. 11. Calculated differential-transmission spectra for equal
downchirp and equal upchirp at a delay corresponding to the ris-
ing edge of the SI DT. Shaded area: excitation-pulse spectrum
assumed for the calculation.

Fig. 12. Calculated spectrally integrated differential transmis-
sion (SI DT) for (a) pump chirp, (b) probe chirp, and (c) equal
chirp. Solid curves: downchirp. Dashed curves: upchirp.
Dotted curves: no chirp. The inset compares the calculated SI
DT maxima for equal downchirp (solid curve) and probe
downchirp (dashed–dotted line).
M(Epump , Eprobe , tsp) for the fixed pump and probe com-
ponents Epump and Eprobe with the probe pulse, which is
assumed to have a Gaussian temporal profile:

DT~Epump , Eprobe , tsp! 5 E
2`

`

M~Epump , Eprobe , t8!

3 expF2
4 ln 2~tsp 2 t8!2

Tpulse
2 Gdt8.

(3)

We then calculate the transmission change induced by
the fixed pump-energy component at all probe energies
and sum over all pump-energy components. Finally, we
multiply this DT spectrum with the probe spectrum. As
an example, the resulting DTIprobe spectra are shown in
Fig. 11 for equal downchirp and equal upchirp at a delay
corresponding to the rising edge of the SI DT. The com-
parison of the calculated SR DT in Fig. 11 and the mea-
sured one in Fig. 5 shows that the main chirp effect is re-
produced. The SR DT for equal downchirp shows
enhanced DT at low energies owing to the more effective
probing in this range.

Integration of the DTIprobe spectra yields the SI DT sig-
nal. Varying the time delay t0 allows for the construc-
tion of the whole SI DT curve. Calculated curves are
shown in Fig. 12 for all possible chirp configurations.
The calculation reproduces the main chirp effects, in good
qualitative agreement with the experimental results in
Fig. 1. In particular, the equal-downchirp configuration
yields the overall highest SI DT maximum in the calcula-
tion. For probe downchirp the SI DT maximum is also
increased, while all other chirp configurations result in a
reduced SI DT maximum compared with the unchirped SI
DT. The difference at the maximum between downchirp
and upchirp is smallest for the pump-chirp configuration,
in agreement with the experimental data.26

In summary, the simple model reproduces the main
chirp effects observed in the experiments. Since the
model is based on the direct probe-transmission term,
this proves that this term is mainly responsible for the
chirp effects in the SI DT signal for broadband excitation
of the semiconductor continuum. We like to stress that
the model is quite general. With this model, chirp effects
owing to the direct probe-transmission term can also be
estimated for other systems if the model function is
changed appropriately.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a comprehensive experimental study
and a simple quantitative model of chirp effects in
differential-transmission experiments for broadband exci-
tation of the semiconductor continuum. Our results
show that chirping of 20-fs pulses allows one to manipu-
late the broadband-continuum nonlinearity despite the
ultrafast intraband relaxation in the semiconductor con-
tinuum. Our data demonstrates that the maximum of
the spectrally integrated differential transmission can be
manipulated in a switching window of only a few tens of
femtoseconds. The largest enhancement of this maxi-
mum is achieved when both the pump and the probe
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pulses are downchirped. If only one of the pulses is
chirped, an increase of the SI DT maximum is obtained
only for probe downchirp.

Spectrally resolved studies explain these results.
Chirp control of the broadband-continuum nonlinearity in
a semiconductor is possible for the following reason: the
differential transmission induced by a certain pump-
energy component is asymmetric with respect to the
pump spectrum and changes its magnitude and spectral
position with time. Therefore appropriate chirping al-
lows for the optimization of the readout of the differential-
transmission signal. The quantitative model of Section 4
confirms this picture.

We expect that the mechanism for chirp control ex-
ploited in our study may also be effective in other systems
with densely spaced optical excitations, which strongly in-
teract. Our results should have impact on ultrafast
switching applications as well as on fundamental studies
of ultrafast nonlinearities.
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